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Table I-1 Terminal Function Keys

CTRL/C and
F6’

CTRLfI

CTRLfK

CTFtL/L

CTRL/O

CTRL/Q

CTRLjR

CTRL/S

CTRL/T

CTRL/U

CTRLJX

CTRL/Y  and
FlO’

W
RETURN

CTRL/B and
Up arrow

Function

Transmits the current line to the system for processing.
(On some terminals, the RETURN key is labeled CR.)

Before  a terminal session, initiates login sequence.

Displays the last command lme  issued. If pressed again,
displays  the previous command in the recall buffer.
The recall buffer stores the 20 most recently issued
commands.

During command entry. cancels command processing.
CTRL/C is dlsplayed  as Cancel.

Certain applications enable CTRL/C as the cancel key.
For these appl!catlons,  CTRL/C cancels the operation in
progress. If CTRL/C is not enabled, then the action is
changed to an interrupt (CTRL/Y).

Duplicates the function of the TAB key.

Advances the current line to the next vertical tab stop.

Causes the terminal to go to the beginning of the next
page. This use of this key is ignored when the iine
editing  characteristic is enabled.

Altern,:+ suppresses and continues display of output
to the terminal. CTRL/O is displayed as Output off and
Output on.

Restarts terminal output that was suspended by CTRL/S.

Retypes  the current input line and leaves the cursor
positioned at the end of the line.

Suspends terminal output until CTRl./Q  is pressed.

Momentarily interrupts terminal output to display a line
of statistical information about the current process. The
display includes your node and user name, the time,
the name of the image you are running, and information
about system resources you have used during your
current terminal session.

Discards the current input line.

Discards the current line and deletes data in the type-
ahead buffer.

During  command entry, interrupts command processing.
CTRL/Y echoes as Interrupt.

Under most conditions, CTRL/Y will return the user
to the DCL prompt. The program running WI/I  still be
active. You can enter any of the commands listed  in
Table Z- 1 and then continue the program by entering the
CONTINUE command.

CTRL/Z Signals the end of the ftle  for data entered from the
terminal CTRL/Z is displayed as Exit.

‘This key is available only on an LK201  keyboard.



Table l-l (Cont.) Terminal Function Keys

Key Function

DELETE

TAB

Down arrow

Deletes the last character entered at the terminal. (On
some terminals, the DELETE key is labeled RUBOUT.)

Moves the printing element or cursor on the terminal to
the next tab stop on the terminal. The system provides
tab stops at every eighth character position on a line.
Tab settings are hardware terminal characteristics that
can generally be modified by the user.

Displays the next line in the recall buffer.

Table l-2 Line Editing Terminal Function  Keys

Key Function

CTRL/A  and Switches between overstrike mode and insert mode.
Fl4’ The default mode (as set with SET TERMINAL/LINE-

EDIT) is reset at the beginning of each line.

CTRL/D and Moves the cursor one character to the left.
Left arrow

CTRL/E Moves the cursor to the end of the line.

CTRL/F and Moves the cursor one character to the right.
Right arrow

CTRL/H and Moves the cursor to the beginning of the Itna.
BACKSPACE and
i12’

CTRL/J  and Deletes the word to the left of the cursor.
LINEFEED  and
F13’

CTRL/U Deletes characters from the beginning of the line to the
cursor. (This overrides the standard CTRL/U function,
which discards the current input line.)

CTRLJV Allows you to enter one of the line-editing function
keys without the key performing its line-editing function.
CTRL/V  acts as a quote character, allowing you to input
a control character without having the terminal interpret
the character.

‘This key is available only on an LK201 keyboard.
.-.
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